
 Title of the subject:  
Old Slavic language 2 

 
 

 
 

  
 

     
 

 Subject code  Subject status Semester  Number of ECTS credits Number of classes 
 

 compulsory II  4 2+1 
  

 
Study programme for which it is organised: 

the Serbian language and literature 
 

Connection to other subjects: passed/attended subject Old Slavic language 1 
 

The subject’s objectives: To acquire knowledge of morphological system of Old Slavic language with a specific focus on verb system 

of Old Slavic language. 

 
Name and surname of a professor and teaching assistant: Zorica Nikitović, PhD 

 
Methods of teaching and acquiring lessons: monologue, dialogue, work on text. 

 
Content of the subject: 

Preparatory week Preparation and semester enrollment   

I week 

 

Pronouns as parts of speech. Declension of pronouns: personal and 

interrogative.   
II week Declension of adjective pronouns.  Hard and soft declension of pronouns. 
III week Adjectives as parts of speech. Declension of adjectives. Definite and indefinite adjectives. 
IV week Comparison of adjectives. Numbers as parts of speech and their declension.   

V week Verbs as parts of speech. Grammatical categories of verbs.   

VI week Infinitive, first and second present type   

VII week Third and fourth type of thematic present; athematic present   

VIII week Old sigmatic aorist. New sigmatic aorist and astigmatic aorist   
IX week Imperfect, perfect and past perfect   

X week Colloquium   

XI week Future and potential   

XII week Imperative, supine and supine construction   

XIII week Active present participle. Active past participle   

XIV week Passive present participle, passive past participle   

XV week Syntactic functions of participle    

        
    Number of classes per subject:   

   Weekly  
In the 

semester 

   2+1   30+15  

        
Students are obliged to attend lectures and exercises.  
Required text: 

 
Assessment and grading: 
Attendance and engagement in classes: 10  
Test and colloquium: 40 (20+ 20)  
Oral exam: 50  

In the exam, a student will be given a part of a text written in Old Slavic language, which was discussed in classes, and the student has to read it, 

translate it into modern Serbian and then analyze phonetics and grammar found in the text. 
 

-   
Specific note for the subject:  
Name and surname of the professor who prepared the syllabus: Zorica Nikitović, PhD  

Note:  
 


